
 

Write On 2022 

Looking Forward 

 

What is Write On? 

Every year, Literacy Unlimited produces an inhouse publication called Write On. Write On 

showcases short texts written by LU learners.  

 

Why do learners submit a text to Write On? 

1. Learners tell us that they really enjoy writing a personal text for Write On. They find 

it very motivating and rewarding to see their work in print.  

2. As an organization, we learn from their writing – their goals, motivations and life 

experiences. This helps LU better meet their needs. 

3. Every year, all submissions are entered in a prize draw and one or two lucky 

learners receive a small prize.  

 

What is the theme for Write On 2022? 

The theme for our 2022 publication is looking forward.  

We invite all LU learners to contribute to Write On this year by telling what they are 

looking forward to this year. 

What kind of text can be submitted? 

We know that our learners have different writing skills. Each text is unique and takes 

different forms, depending on the writing skills of the learner.  

Texts can be just a few words or up to a page in length. For, example, a submission might 

be:  

• A picture of something they are looking forward to (maybe a holiday destination or 

a family they hope to visit) – surrounded by some key words that tell the reader a 

little more.  

• A personal text describing something your learner is looking forward to. It can just 

be a sentence. Or it can be one or more paragraphs. 



 

 

What is the tutor’s role? 

LU tutors are there to guide and encourage each learner as they write their text. You can 

use Write On to incorporate writing skills into your sessions. 

 

How can I help my learner write a text for Write On? 

If your learner would like to submit a text but you are unsure where to start, here are some 

activities you can do with your learner. 

A Pre-writing Activity - Using video to generate some ideas 

Before you watch the video with your learner, ask:  

• Are you looking forward to 2022? 

• Why? Why not? 

Watch this short news story from the neighbourhood of Eau Claire in Calgary, Alberta. 

https://www.wqow.com/video/what-are-you-looking-forward-to-in-

2022/video_1f79294b-b580-579d-ab6e-5bcef46e0d68.html 

After you have watched the video, work together: 

• Make a list of all the things that people in the video are looking forward to in 2022. 

• Highlight anything in the list that you really like. 

• What about you? What would you say if you were asked? 

Writing Activities – for different levels 

Try to use activities that are based on your learners writing skills. Here are some ideas. 

Beginning Writers 

• Assisted writing – let your learner tell you their story while you write it down. Read 

and revise, the text with your learner. Ask your learner to copy the text (or part of 

the text) themself. 

• Use pictures to tell a story – talk about a picture (or series of pictures) with your 

learner (perhaps even ask them to bring one in) – writing a caption to describe the 

picture or tell the story.  

• Mind maps – Before starting to write, ask your learner if they have things in their 

life that they are looking forward to. Ask questions to find out more.  

https://www.wqow.com/video/what-are-you-looking-forward-to-in-2022/video_1f79294b-b580-579d-ab6e-5bcef46e0d68.html
https://www.wqow.com/video/what-are-you-looking-forward-to-in-2022/video_1f79294b-b580-579d-ab6e-5bcef46e0d68.html


 

Intermediate Writers 

• Model writing – provide your learner with a ‘model’ text. This text might be 

something you have written, or a text written by someone else (you might find a 

suitable text in one of our 

previous issues of Write On – see 

the blog post to read one). 

Review the model text with your 

learner. What is the structure of 

the text, the vocabulary used, or 

the verb tense that is used? 

Using the model text as a guide. 

Learners can now start to write 

their own text. 

• Sequencing – You can cut up a 

larger text and ask your learner to sequence the sentences. This is a good way of 

reviewing a model text. 

• Cloze texts – using a model text with words missing can be used to build vocabulary 

around a topic. 

• Interviewing your learner before they start to write. This can be verbal or you can 

have a written Q/A session. Use questions to draw their story out – e.g. What 

happened next? How did you feel? Describe this person? What did she say? 

Advanced Writers 

• Mind maps – ask your learner “what are you looking forward to in 2022?”.  

• Vocabulary Building – Use the mind map as a basis for building vocabulary – 

synonyms, antonyms 

• Develop an idea – ask your learner to focus on an area of the mind map that is most 

interesting to them – build a new mind map around this single idea 

• Discussion – help your learner develop and organize ideas 

• Let your learner write their text alone.  

• Review and edit your learner’s text. Read your learners text back to them. Ask “does 

that sound right to you?” Make edits and additions with your learner. Ask your 

learner to read it out to you. Add any additional punctuation needed as your learner 

reads. 

https://literacyunlimited-resourcehub.ca/write-on-2022-looking-forward/


 

 

Still unsure where to start? 

Teaching writing skills remotely is challenging.  

• Don’t forget to look at the LU Guide to Remote Tutoring for other ideas. 

• Check the online writing resources in the resource hub for online materials you can 

use in a writing session.  

• Visit our blog, Taking on the Writing Challenge 

• Ask Stephanie for support or ideas. 

 

How does a learner submit their text? 

1. Tutors and/or learners can submit entries send all submission via email to 

Debora (info@literacyunlimited.ca) by March 25th, 2022. If the text is handwritten, 

send a photo of the text.  

2. If your learner has a photo that illustrates their text, please encourage your learner 

to submit the picture with the text. 

3. Ask your learner to copy and paste this text into the body of their email when they 

submit their text and photo: 

I, (insert name of learner), give permission for my Write On! 

submission in the 2022 issue (text and photo) to be published and 

distributed by Literacy Unlimited by print or electronic means. 

 

 

 

We love to read all our learners’ submissions. Have fun with this. And… 

Write On! 

https://literacyunlimited-resourcehub.ca/tutor-guides/tutoring-remotely/lu-tutors-guide-to-remote-learning/
https://literacyunlimited-resourcehub.ca/resources/language-skills/writing-resources/
https://literacyunlimited-resourcehub.ca/taking-on-the-writing-challenge/
mailto:info@literacyunlimited.ca

